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QUESTION 1

After an auto accident claim is submitted, a claims adjuster is assigned to the case. The claims adjuster reviews the
policy of the claimant to verify coverage. The claims adjuster then begins an accident investigation. If the claim is
denied, an appeals process is initiated. When the investigation is complete, a determination of fault is made, and then
the accident claim is settled. 

Select the case life cycle design that most closely follows the guidelines for identifying and naming stages. 

A. Option A 

B. Option B 

C. Option C 

D. Option D 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 2

Consider this requirement for a business transaction: 

An employee submits a request to purchase equipment. The request is sent to the manager for review and approval. 
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If approved, the request is forwarded to the Fulfillment department. 

If the manager rejects the request, it is sent back to the employee for reconciliation or cancellation. 

The Fulfillment department will process the request if the requested items are in stock. 

Select the case life cycle design that most closely follows the guidelines for identifying and naming stages. 

A. Option A 

B. Option B 

C. Option C 

D. Option D 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 3

A customer applies for a credit card. In order for the credit card to be approved, the credit card consultant must receive
the results of a credit check. 

How do you configure the case types to reflect their relationship? 

A. Make credit card request a child case of credit check. 

B. Make credit check a child case of credit card request. 

C. Make both loan request and credit check top cases. 
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D. Make credit check a spin-off case of credit card request. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

In the following partial case life cycle, a manager must contact a job applicant to schedule an interview. The interview
should be scheduled within 2 business days after the manager qualifies the applicant, although 1 business day is
preferable. 

To meet this requirement, you apply a goal and deadline to the ___________________. 

A. Case type 

B. Schedule Interview process 

C. Interview stage 

D. Schedule Interview step 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

A list report includes columns for purchase requests and regional cost centers. A manager wants the report to show the
total number of purchase requests for each of the regional cost centers. How do you configure the report definition? 

A. Use the purchase requests column to group the cost centers. 

B. Filter the results so that only cost center and purchase requests are included in the report. 

C. Summarize the regional cost centers by count. 

D. Summarize the purchase request column by count. 
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Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

When an auto accident claim is resolved in the Resolve stage, email notifications must be sent automatically to the
adjuster who inspected the car, to the insured party, and to the insurance agent who verified the claim. How do you
configure the resolve process to support this requirement? 

A. Add a Send Email step as an optional action. 

B. Add a Send Email step and include all required parties. 

C. Route the email to all the recipients in a Collect Information step. 

D. Route an Approval step to the required parties. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

How do you route an assignment so that any available member of the department can perform the task? 

A. Route the assignment to a work queue. 

B. Route the assignment to the admin user ID. 

C. Route the assignment separately to all members. 

D. Route the assignment to a work list. 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference https://community.pega.com/knowledgebase/articles/routing-assignment 

 

QUESTION 8

While running through a case life cycle, a business stakeholder notices a problem in a summary view. The view should
be read-only but half of the form can be edited. How can the business stakeholder communicate this problem to the
development team using Agile Workbench? 

A. Create a comment 

B. Create a bug 

C. Create a note 

D. Create a story 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 9

Consider the following user story: 

As an account owner, I want to be able to add a member to my account so I can give the member temporary access. 

Which two questions help you define the fields for the user view? (Choose two.) 

A. Will field information about the temporary member be stored in an external database? 

B. What fields does the account owner need to see to be able to add a temporary member? 

C. How do the fields for the temporary member need to be displayed? 

D. Do the fields about the temporary member need to be displayed in multiple languages? 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 10

Which two dependencies do you enforce with a Wait step? (Choose two.) 

A. Pausing a case until a predetermined time expires 

B. Preventing a case from resuming until an automated decision executes 

C. Preventing a case from entering a stage until a condition is met 

D. Pausing a case until another case (or all cases) reach a specified status 

Correct Answer: BC 
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